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Alternatives to Immigration Detention:
Less Costly and More Humane than Federal Lock-up
Alternatives to detention (ATD), including release on recognizance, community support, or bond, as well
as formal monitoring programs, are effective, more humane, and far less costly than institutional
detention. Yet each year U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) spends $2 billion in taxpayer
dollars for immigration detention – whose sole purpose is to make sure people show up for their court
hearings and comply with final case outcomes – and just a fraction of that amount on alternatives.
ICE detains non-citizens who are awaiting decisions in their removal cases – including asylum seekers
fleeing persecution in their home countries, individuals who overstayed their visas, recent border crossers,
and lawful permanent residents with criminal records – in a sprawling network of approximately 34,000
beds in almost 200 facilities across the country. These facilities include ICE-run facilities, dedicated
facilities operated by private prison companies, and dedicated and non-dedicated local jails paid per bed
by ICE or the U.S. Marshals under intergovernmental agreements. In Fiscal Year 2013, ICE detained
almost 441,000 individuals.1 The FY 2014 Omnibus provides $1,993,770,000 for ICE Custody
Operations – i.e. immigration detention. Adult immigration detention costs $161 per person per day.2
In FY 2014, ICE expanded its family detention capacity by 1,200 beds, and announced plans to build a
new family detention facility with 2,400 additional beds, for a total of almost 4,000 new detention beds
for mothers and children. The Senate estimates that family detention costs $266 per person per day.3
According to news reports, a brand-new family detention facility in Dilley, Texas, will cost taxpayers an
estimated $298 per bed per day4 or approximately $261 million annually.
Despite the agency’s extravagant expenditures on detention, since 2009, ICE has had a single ATD
program: ISAP II (Intensive Supervision Appearance Program). ISAP II is operated by Behavioral
Interventions (BI), a for-profit firm owned by the private prison company GEO Group. ISAP II relies on
the use of electronic ankle monitors, biometric voice recognition software, unannounced home visits,
employer verification, and in-person reporting to supervise participants. Effective September 8, 2014, ICE
renewed its ISAP II contract with BI for five years, under which GEO expects to generate $47 million in
annualized revenues.5 In Contract Year 2013, ISAP II supervised a cumulative 40,613 individuals, less
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than one-tenth the number of individuals ICE imprisoned.6 The FY 2014 Omnibus provides $91,440,000
for ICE Alternatives to Detention.7 Costs are estimated at 17 cents to $17 per person per day.8
In Contract Year 2013, BI reports a 99.6% appearance rate at immigration court hearings for Full-Service
participants, and a 79.4% compliance rate with removal orders for the same population.9 This data does
not take into account those individuals on ISAP II who are granted legal relief.10
Community support programs – not currently funded by ICE – provide case management and referrals to
legal and social services providers for non-detained individuals. Studies have found that such support
helps people understand their legal obligations and improves court appearance rates and compliance with
final case outcomes, while minimizing the damage to their mental and physical health and the disruption
to their families and communities caused by institutional detention.11 Legal representation in particular is
a strong indicator of compliance with court dates.12 Lutheran Immigration and Refugee Service and the
U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops have piloted community support programs in cooperation with ICE,
but they have not received the funding necessary to scale up these pilots.
Alternatives are widely used in the pre-trial criminal justice context.13 They are recommended as costsavers by the American Jail Association, American Probation and Parole Association, American Bar
Association, Association of Prosecuting Attorneys, Heritage Foundation, International Association of
Chiefs of Police, National Conference of Chief Justices, National Sheriffs’ Association, Pretrial Justice
Institute, Texas Public Policy Foundation, and the Council on Foreign Relations’ Independent Task Force
on U.S. Immigration Policy.14 Nations across the globe are increasingly relying on alternatives to
immigration detention, particularly for asylum seekers.15
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ICE often insists that detention is the only way to ensure removal. This is not because non-detained
individuals abscond, but because the non-detained docket is backlogged, so cases can take months or
years to conclude, as compared with shorter case times for individuals on the detained docket. The
solution is not more detention, but adequate resourcing of the immigration courts in order to reduce the
backlog in the non-detained docket.
ACLU Recommendations to ICE:








ICE should screen every apprehended individual for need to detain using the existing risk
classification assessment tool. Anyone who is not a flight risk or whose flight risk can be
mitigated by an alternative to detention, including release on recognizance, community
support, or bond, or a formal monitoring program, should not be detained, regardless of
available bed space. ICE should never deny release or bond as a blanket policy.
Individuals in removal proceedings placed in an alternative to detention should be placed in
the least restrictive alternative necessary to ensure court appearance and compliance with
final case outcomes.
ICE should periodically re-screen every detained individual, including after he/she has
passed credible fear or obtained an attorney, for need to detain.
ICE should invest in alternatives to detention, including community support programs,
rather than expanding detention.
ICE should ensure that alternatives to detention, including community support programs,
are available in all field offices.

For more information, please contact Ruthie Epstein, Legislative Policy Analyst, at repstein@aclu.org.
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